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DISC 2
1

Grosse Fuge in B-flat major, Op. 133
(15:09)

Quartet in C-sharp minor, Op. 131 (37:27)
2 I. Adagio ma non troppo e molto
		espressivo (6:20)
3 II. Allegro molto vivace (2:51)
4 III. Allegro moderato – Adagio (0:47)
5 IV. Andante ma non troppo e molto
		cantabile (13:41)
6 V. Presto (5:14)
7 VI. Adagio quasi un poco andante (1:56)
8 VII. Allegro (6:33)

Quartet No. 12 in E-flat major, Op. 127

DISC 3

(36:04)
1 I. Maestoso – Allegro (6:41)
2 II. Adagio, ma non troppo e molto
		cantabile (14:05)
3 III. Scherzando vivace (8:21)
4 IV. Finale (6:44)

Quartet No. 15 in A minor, Op. 132 (42:52)

Quartet No. 13 in B-flat major, Op. 130
(38:16)
5 I.
6 II.
7 III.
8 IV.
9 V.
10 VI.

Adagio ma non troppo – Allegro (9:28)
Presto (2:02)
Andante con moto ma non troppo (6:56)
Alla danza tedesca (Allegro assai) (3:28)
Cavatina (Adagio molto espressivo) (6:03)
Finale (Allegro) (9:58)

1 I.
2 II.
3 III.
		
4 IV.
5 V.

Assai sostenuto – Allegro (9:20)
Allegro ma non tanto (7:22)
Heiliger Dankgesang . . .
Molto adagio – Andante (17:10)
Alla marcia, assai vivace (2:22)
Allegro appassionato (6:25)

Quartet No. 16 in F major, Op. 135 (23:01)

6 I. Allegretto (6:31)
7 II. Vivace (2:54)
8 III. Lento assai, cantante e tranquillo (6:41)
9 IV. Der schwer gefasste Entschluss
		 Grave, ma non troppo tratto –
		Allegro (6:44)
TT: (3:13:20)
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Beethoven’s
Late Quartets
by Nancy November

From the time of Beethoven’s middle-period
quartets, in the early 1800s, there were dissenting
voices — listeners who did not unequivocally
endorse Beethoven’s quartets because of their
difficulty. This dissent, of course, served to
emphasize Beethoven’s exceptional position, as
did the performers’ complaints. An early review
of the String Quartet in E-flat, Op. 127, points to
this typical ambivalence: some listeners extolled
Beethoven as a great innovator, others considered
his work that of a deaf madman:
This quartet is one of the last works of the
recently deceased famous composer van
Beethoven and, for this reason alone, a notable
appearance. But this can also be seen in another
light . . . some say one could find nothing more
beautiful and magnificent than the above
quartet . . . others say: no, it is completely
vague, entirely chaotic; there are also no clear
thoughts to be extracted, in every bar there are
sins against the generally accepted rules; the
composer — deaf in any case — must have been
crazy when he brought this work to life.1
Perhaps the most striking movement, in terms
of innovations, is the massive second. In A-flat
major, it comprises six variations and a coda and
follows a complex tonal progression related to the
finale of the Ninth Symphony. It is likely that many
contemporaneous listeners heard no “method”
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in the sequence of keys: the fifth variation is
particularly cryptic with its enharmonic shift.
Performers, for their part, underscored the
necessity of rehearsal and repeated performance
for understanding Beethoven’s quartets. For
example, when cellist Joseph Linke received the
performing parts for Op. 127 shortly after its
first, unsuccessful performance by violinist Ignaz
Schuppanzigh’s quartet, he decided to program
it twice in one evening at a house concert. This
repetition was mainly for the benefit of the
listeners; but the performers also recognised the
need for repeated rehearing for an understanding
of all four parts. They accepted Beethoven’s new
demands (albeit with some complaints) seeming
to understand, at least partly, that the excellence
of a “Beethoven string quartet” was tied up with
its extreme difficulty. In a conversation book from
1825, professional violinist Karl Holz observed to
Beethoven: “We rehearse only your quartets, not
those of Haydn and Mozart, [which] work better
without rehearsal.”2 Beethoven was lucky to gain
Schuppanzigh as an influential promoter of his
music in early 19th-century Vienna. Schuppanzigh,
for his part, built his concert series around
Beethoven’s quartets. In the 1820s, performers’
reputations were being built (Linke, Joseph
Böhm, Joseph Mayseder) and even temporarily
damaged (Schuppanzigh) by their performances
of Beethoven’s late quartets, especially Op. 127.
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The Schuppanzigh Quartet premiered the next
quartet, in B-flat major Op. 130, on March 21, 1826.
It provoked similar puzzlement and ambivalence.
One writer for the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung
described it that year as “incomprehensible,
like Chinese,” and “a confusion of Babel.”2 The
main offender was the finale, the Große Fuge,
with its tortuous subject and incredible length,
requiring stamina from performers and listeners
alike. Beethoven’s Viennese publisher, Mathias
Artaria, fretted about the commercial prospects
of the piece and urged Beethoven to replace the
fugue with a new finale. Beethoven, who clearly
took an interest in his music’s reception, agreed,
and the Große Fuge was published separately in
1827 as Op. 133. Artaria also came up with the
idea of a four-hand piano arrangement during
Beethoven’s visit to the publisher’s premises in April
1826. This was another way to broker the work
to a somewhat wary public. Artaria asked Anton
Halm to complete this. Beethoven disapproved
of Halm’s work, however (possibly due to Halm’s
treatment of the fugue subject), and undertook the
arrangement himself.
Op. 130 exhibits several traits characteristic of
Beethoven’s “late” style, in particular the striking
oppositions, which could just as soon be viewed
as unresolved paradoxes. One example is the
placement of miniature movements alongside
those of great length. The first movement is over

13 minutes long, comprising a slow introduction
and Allegro in sonata form. This is followed by
a Presto that flies by in around 2 minutes. This
telescoping is also found in Op. 131, where the third
movement takes around 45 seconds to play, and
is followed by an extensive, multi-sectional set of
variations lasting around 14 minutes.
The subject of the Große Fuge is integral to the
concept of Op. 130 and provides a crucial link
between three of the late quartets, Op. 127, 130,
and 132. They are thematically linked by the
second tetrachord (the top four notes) of the
harmonic minor scale. In these works, Beethoven
demonstrated his fascination with the wide
interval of three semitones in that scale, arranging
the tetrachord in different and characteristic
permutations in each work. In the Große Fuge
subject, the tetrachord is heard in its most angular
permutation, with a rising major sixth between
notes 1 and 3 of the tetrachord. This gives the
work its characteristically difficult motion,
which creates corresponding difficulties for the
performers and sits in direct contrast to the “vocal”
aesthetics found elsewhere in the late quartets,
perhaps most significantly in the beautiful, smooth,
and thoroughly “vocal” cavatina that would
have immediately preceded it were the fugue
heard as the finale of Op. 130. This leads to a
further paradox in the late quartets: the contrast

of “vocal,” lyrical writing, which sounds like song,
with music that could only be realized on the four
stringed instruments — the latter encapsulated by
the angular, difficult motions of the Große
Fuge’s subject.
Today, the Große Fuge might be considered
a showpiece for performers. When it was first
performed, however, it was first and foremost
a tremendous challenge, physically, mentally,
and technically. The Große Fuge demands
extraordinary listening attention and physical
aptitude from the performers to stay together and
in tune during around 15 minutes of performance
time. Back then, with performers using gut strings,
it was impossible to play the fugue through
without the instruments gradually slipping out of
tune. So the performers’ fingers, hands, and torsos
constantly had to twist and adjust.
Yet despite these works’ physicality, increasingly
less attention has been paid to their performed
and embodied nature. Beethoven’s “late” period,
in general, has increasingly been seen to contain
a particular group of works created when the
fully-deaf Beethoven was able to express himself
unencumbered by influence (and indeed noise)
from the sound world around him.3 4 The late
quartets, in particular, have been considered a
special group of “very late” masterpieces, cut off
from contextual and social moorings, including
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performance difficulties, and expressive only of
Beethoven’s innermost thoughts and feelings.
This could not be further from the truth — perhaps
most especially in the case of the String Quartet
in C-sharp minor, Op. 131, where views about the
work’s meanings became ever more restricted in
later reception.5 This penultimate work is often
considered Beethoven’s melancholy swansong.
Quoting Faust, Wagner wrote that the opening
Adagio “is surely the saddest thing ever said in
notes, I would term the awakening on the dawn of
a day ‘that in its whole long course shall ne’er fulfil
one wish, not one wish!’”6 Donald Francis Tovey
considered the second movement a “sonata form
without a development.” Joseph Kerman, declared
each movement “flat.”7 These later writers, after
Wagner, tended to discuss Op. 131 in terms of
“lack,” characterizing it by what it is not.
By contrast, earlier spokespeople on the work,
such as Franz Schubert, Robert Schumann, and
Adolph Bernhard Marx, heard Beethoven’s quartet
as full and productive. Schumann wrote that
Opp. 127 and 131 “have a grandeur . . . which no
words can express. They seem to me to stand . . .
on the extreme boundary of all that has hitherto
been attained by human art and imagination.”8
Beethoven himself emphasized the work’s
abundance and novelty, remarking to a friend that
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he would find in it “a new manner of part-writing
and, thank God, no less fantasy than before.”9
Op. 131 was Beethoven’s favorite of the late
quartets, perhaps because of this plenitude
and his ability to go on innovating in this, his
penultimate string quartet.
But listeners were put off by these same elements.
Why could not the great composer, who was, by
this stage, one of the most revered authors of
string quartets of his time, stay with the tried and
trusted formulas? Audiences at Schuppanzigh’s
1820s quartet concerts in Vienna expected a
string quartet to be a lengthy, “serious,” fourmovement work, emphasizing sonata form in the
outer movements and motivic working between
parts, and exhibiting an overall tonal plan
based on one or two primary areas. In Op. 131,
Beethoven disrupts these expectations in every way.
Comprising seven movements and a wide-ranging
tonal plan, it is more like a large-scale fantasia
than a string quartet — just as the composer said.
It provided considerable challenges for its original
listeners and performers. Listeners of the time
were used to applauding after each movement,
clapping and commenting during particularly
pleasing passages, and, with thunderous applause,
calling for a da capo repeat. But this work, with
its directions for the players to move on attacca
(immediately) after each movement, left no
room for such interaction. Indeed, Beethoven

left no room for the players to tune, provoking a
question (or complaint) from violinist Karl Holz in
Beethoven’s conversation book.
The String Quartet in A minor, Op. 132, composed
just before Op. 131, was considered easier for
listeners, especially for its “lighter” more “natural”
scherzo.10 Vocal gestures pervade Beethoven’s
late quartets, such as the recitative-like passages
in the third movement of Op. 131 and preceding
the final movement of Op. 132, the Cavatina fifth
movement of Op. 130, and the motet-like third
movement of Op. 132. These were also popularitywinners in an era during which the Viennese
were opera-mad and flocked to hear Rossini in
the theaters, as well as performing his operas in
arrangement in their homes.
In the third movement of Op. 132, Beethoven
made an autobiographical reference to his own
experience of illness. Such programmatic titles
informed players about desired interpretations,
but not the listening public, who would generally
not have had program notes or scores, at least
not at first. The third movement is titled “Heiliger
Dankegesang eines Genesenen an die Gottheit, in
der lydischen Tonart” (holy song of thanksgiving of
a convalescent to the deity, in the Lydian mode). It
opens chorally, with smooth, slow, closely-spaced,
homorhythmic motion, suggesting a prayer. Lively
D major passages, contrasting in just about every

parameter (rhythm, register, harmony, texture,
tonality), are marked “Neue Kraft fühlend”
(feeling new strength).
There were other popularizing elements in
these late quartets, too. In an 1825 review of a
semi-private concert given by Joseph Linke, the
commentator noted that the trio/scherzo of Op.
132 delighted the Viennese audience with “naïve
naturalness, charming colour, lovely melodies,
and piquant spice.”11 An 1825 Viennese critic
acknowledged this too, remarking of Op. 132:
“What our musical Jean Paul has given here is big,
gorgeous, unusual, surprising, and original; it
needs not only to be often heard but rather really
studied.”12 “Jean Paul” is a reference to Johann Paul
Friedrich Richter (1763–1825), a German Romantic
writer known for his humorous novels and stories.
The final two movements of Op. 132 are a
prime example of Jean Paulian irony. The fourth
movement opens with a joviality completely at
odds with the initial outpouring of sentiment.
Adolf Bernhard Marx (1795–1866), who reviewed
Beethoven’s late quartets for the Berlin Allgemeine
musikalische Zeitung in 1828, observed that Op. 132
could be compared to the works of the German
poet, dramatist, and writer Heinrich von Kleist in
terms of its multileveled, almost over-stimulated
sources of meaning, feeling, and narrative. These
works were ready-made for the elite Viennese
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audiences of the time (including Beethoven’s
patrons) who would appreciate such drama. As
noted scholar Leon Botstein put it: “Like a tragic
drama, these pieces contained monologues,
soliloquies, dialogues, abrupt changes in scene
and mood, and moments of description, as
well as gestures of response, inquiry, and deep
meditation.”13
The late quartets were not written in exactly the
order implied by their opus numbers. Rather, the
order was: Op. 127, Opp. 130 and 132 (composed
simultaneously), Op. 131, then Op. 135. The last
movement Beethoven completed was the Allegro
substitute finale for the Op. 130 quartet, written
to replace the Große Fuge. Beethoven’s ill health
played into this compositional schedule. He was
bedridden for a month in 1825, a key year for the
composition of the first three quartets. Op. 132
was clearly inspired by his recovery, containing the
Heiliger Dankgesang.
Beethoven composed the String Quartet in F
major, Op. 135 in 1826.14 It was the last major
multi-movement work he completed. The piece
was not premiered until 1828, the year after his
death, when the Schuppanzigh Quartet gave it a
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public airing. Op. 135 also contains programmatic
titles, and a “difficult” ending (as was originally
the case with Op. 130), but is much smaller in
scale than the other late quartets (especially the
seven-movement C-sharp minor quartet that came
immediately before). The introductory chords of
Op. 135’s final movement contain the words “Muß
es sein?” (Must it be?) to which the faster main
theme of the movement responds, “Es muß sein!”
(It must be!). The whole movement is headed, “Der
schwer gefaßte Entschluß” (The Difficult Decision).
Altogether, the work seems to guide the performers
more than the others as to its meanings, but it still
contains a puzzle: what “Decision”?
Nancy November is Professor of Musicology at
The University of Auckland, New Zealand and the
author of numerous books including Beethoven’s
Theatrical Quartets: Opp. 59, 74, and 95
(Cambridge University Press, 2013), Cultivating
String Quartets in Beethoven’s Vienna (Boydell
Press, 2017), and Beethoven’s Symphonies
Arranged for the Chamber: Sociability,
Reception, and Canon Formation (Cambridge
University Press, 2021).
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Dover Quartet

Declared “one of the best” of today's “truly
wonderful younger quartets” in BBC Music
Magazine’s rundown of the top string quartet
ensembles of the last 100 years, the Grammynominated Dover Quartet has followed a
“practically meteoric” (Strings) trajectory to
become one of the most in-demand chamber
ensembles in the world. In addition to its faculty role
as the Penelope P. Watkins Ensemble in Residence
at the Curtis Institute of Music, the Dover Quartet
holds residencies with the Kennedy Center, Bienen
School of Music at Northwestern University,
Artosphere, and the Amelia Island Chamber Music
Festival. The group’s awards include a stunning
sweep of all prizes at the 2013 Banff International
String Quartet Competition, grand and first prizes
at the Fischoff Chamber Music Competition, and
prizes at the Wigmore Hall International String
Quartet Competition. Its prestigious honors include
the Avery Fisher Career Grant, Chamber Music
America’s Cleveland Quartet Award, and Lincoln
Center’s Hunt Family Award.
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The Dover Quartet has collaborated with leading
artists such as Leif Ove Andsnes, Avi Avital,
Emanuel Ax, Ray Chen, Anne-Marie McDermott,
Edgar Meyer, Anthony McGill, Roomful of Teeth,
the late Peter Serkin, and Davóne Tines. The
quartet has premiered works by preeminent
composers including Mason Bates, Steven Mackey,
Marc Neikrug, Chris Rogerson, Caroline Shaw, and
Gabriella Smith. The Dover Quartet’s recording
of The Schumann Quartets (Azica Records) was
nominated for a 2021 Grammy Award. This is
the quartet’s fifth recording for Cedille Records
following Volumes 1 and 2 of their Beethoven Cycle,
an album of 20th-century works titled Voices of
Defiance, and Tribute — an all-Mozart album that
marked the ensemble’s recording debut. The Dover
Quartet was formed in 2008 at the Curtis Institute
of Music.
The Dover Quartet plays on the following instruments
and proudly endorses Thomastik-Infeld strings.
Joel Link: Jean Baptiste Vuillaume, Paris, 1845
on loan from Desirée Ruhstrat
Bryan Lee: Samuel Zygmuntowicz, Brooklyn, 2020
Milena Pajaro-van de Stadt: unknown maker
from the Brescian School, early 18th century
Camden Shaw: Frank Ravatin, Vannes, 2010
doverquartet.com

Producer & Engineer Alan Bise
Recorded January 16–19 2021;
May 14–16, 2021; July 21–24, 2021
Sauder Concert Hall, Goshen College
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